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Abstract. Object detection aims to localize and classify the objects in a
given image, and these two tasks are sensitive to different object regions.
Therefore, some locations predict high-quality bounding boxes but low
classification scores, and some locations are quite the opposite. A misalignment exists between the two tasks, and their features are spatially
entangled. In order to solve the misalignment problem, we propose a
plug-in Spatial-disentangled and Task-aligned operator (SALT). By predicting two task-aware point sets that are located in each task’s sensitive
regions, SALT can reassign features from those regions and align them to
the corresponding anchor point. Therefore, features for the two tasks are
spatially aligned and disentangled. To minimize the difference between
the two regression stages, we propose a Self-distillation regression (SDR)
loss that can transfer knowledge from the refined regression results to the
coarse regression results. On the basis of SALT and SDR loss, we propose SALT-Net, which explicitly exploits task-aligned point-set features
for accurate detection results. Extensive experiments on the MS-COCO
dataset show that our proposed methods can consistently boost different state-of-the-art dense detectors by ∼2 AP. Notably, SALT-Net with
Res2Net-101-DCN backbone achieves 53.8 AP on the MS-COCO testdev.
Keywords: Object detection · Misalignment problem · Spatial disentanglement

1

Introduction

The main goal of object detection contains two tasks, one is to give the accurate
location of the object in an image (i.e., regression), and the other is to predict
the category of the object (i.e., classification). During the inference step, the
regression and classification results predicted from the same location are paired
together as the detection result. Then the NMS algorithm is usually applied
to remove redundant detection results by taking the classification scores as the
ranking keywords. For the same instance, the detection result with a high classification score will be kept, while others are filtered out. However, the natures
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the spatial misalignment of classification and regression. In
(a), the blue box denotes the ground truth, and the other boxes are the detection
results of ATSS [34]. The two points are the locations where the detection results
are predicted. (b) and (c) are the distributions of classification and IoU scores
over all image pixels, and “IoU” denotes the intersection over union between the
predicted box and the ground truth.

of these two tasks are so distinct that they require features from different object
locations [22]. As shown in Figure 1, the classification and regression quality
(i.e., IoU) scores from the same location can be quite different. Classification
focus on the salient part of the object (e.g., the head of the person), while regression is sensitive to the whole object, especially for its border part. Therefore,
the prediction distributions of the two tasks are misaligned. The detection result
with a high classification score can have low-quality regression prediction and
vice versa.
We model the prediction qualities of the two tasks as two Discrete distributions. Therefore, the goal of solving the misalignment problem is bridging the
gap between these two distributions (i.e., minimizing the distance of their peak
positions).
CNN-based dense detectors utilize a coupled or decoupled head to conduct
classification and regression. As illustrated in Figure 2 (a), the coupled head
predicts the classification and regression results based on the shared features
[20, 15, 19]. As a result, the coupled head structure introduces feature conflicts
between the two tasks and makes them compromise each other. To solve this
problem, the decoupled head structure [28] is proposed and has been widely
adopted in recent years [22, 16, 23]. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the decoupled
head utilizes two parrel sub-networks to perform regression and classification,
respectively. This could alleviate the conflict problem by reducing the shared
parameters. However, the point features (i.e., the two orange points) that predict
the detection result still share the identical receptive field. In conclusion, both
the coupled and decoupled heads predict the classification and regression results
from the spatially identical and entangled features. Considering the difference in
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the entangled features in the coupled and decoupled heads.
their spatial sensitivity, the entangled features inevitably make a location prefer
one task over the other one, thereby compounding the misalignment problem.
In this paper, we propose a plug-in operator to address the misalignment
problem: the Spatial-disentangled and Task-aligned operator (SALT). The first
stage of our network is the coarse regression predictions made by a simple Dirac
delta decoder [34]. After that, SALT predicts two sets of spatial-disentangled
points to represent each task’s sensitive regions, respectively. Then we use bilinear interpolation to reassign features from those regions to the corresponding
anchor point. In the second stage, SALT utilizes spatial-disentangled and taskaligned features to make refined predictions with a General distribution decoder
[12]. Therefore, a single anchor point can obtain accurate regression and classification predictions simultaneously. Feature reassignment can bring the peak
positions of the two Discrete distributions closer so that SALT can weaken the
impact of the misalignment problem.
In order to minimize the difference between the first and second stage predictions, we also propose a novel Self-distillation regression (SDR) loss, making
the coarse predictions learn from the refined predictions. As a result, the final
performance got improved without any extra inference cost.
1. We propose an operator that can generate spatial-disentangled and taskaligned features for regression and classification, respectively.
2. The proposed operator can be easily plugged into most dense object detectors
and bring a considerable improvement of ∼2 AP.
3. Our proposed SDR loss can also boost the overall performance in an inference
cost-free fashion.
4. Without bells and whistles, our best single-scale model (Res2Net-101-DCN)
yields 51.5 AP on the COCO test-dev set, which is very competitive results
among dense object detectors.

2

Related Work

Misalignment: Dense detectors, such as IoU-aware [27], FCOS [23] and PAA
[10] apply an extra branch to predict the regression confidence and combine it
with the classification confidence as the detection score. Different from previous methods, GFL [13] and VFNet [31] propose a joint representation format
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Fig. 3: Architecture of SALT-Net. Our proposed architecture consists of a backbone, an FPN (P3-P7), and two subnetworks for classification and regression, respectively. “ϕ” and “γ” denote Equations (2) and (5), respectively. “/” denotes the
gradient flow detachment. “KD” denotes our proposed self-distillation approach.
“R-points” and “C-Points” denote the regression-aware and classification-aware
points, respectively.

by merging the regression confidence and classification result to eliminate the
inconsistency between training and inference. TOOD [6] proposes a prediction
alignment method that predicts the offset between each location and the best anchor and then readjusts the prediction results. Guided Anchoring [25], RefineDet
[35], and SRN [3] learn an offset field for the preset anchor and then utilize a
feature adaption module to extract features from the refined anchors. RepPoints
[29] and VFNet [31] utilize the deformable convolution [4] to extract accurate
point feature. However, all the aforementioned methods extract features for regression and classification from the same locations, without considering their
spatial preference. That is, the features for these tasks are spatially entangled,
which leads to inferior performance.

Self-distillation: Model distillation [7] usually refers to transferring knowledge
from a pre-trained heavy teacher network to a compact student network. DML
[36] provides a new paradigm that a pre-trained teacher is no longer needed and
all the student counterparts are trained simultaneously in a cooperative peerteaching manner. Following this paradigm, many self-distillation approaches [32,
30, 8, 14] are proposed for classification knowledge transfer learning. However,
transferring regression knowledge of object detection has been proven to be difficult [9, 26], as different locations of an image have different contributions to the
regression task. LGD [33] is the only self-distillation approach for general object
detection, which proposes an intra-object knowledge mapper that generates a
better feature pyramid and then performs distillation with feature imitation.
This approach provides performance gains but also introduces too many auxiliary layers.
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Fig. 4: (a) is the illustration of the regression-aware points. “ϕ” and the white box
denotes Equation (2) and the coarse bounding box prediction, respectively. (b)
is the illustration of the spatial disentanglement method. “γ” denotes Equation
(5).

3

Proposed Approach

In this section, we first detail the proposed operator SALT. Then we introduce
our self-distillation approach that enables the first-stage decoder to learn from
the second-stage decoder. Finally, we introduce the loss function of SALT-Net.
3.1

SALT: Regression-aware Points

As shown in Figure 4 (a), given the misaligned regression features F r from the
last layer of the regression tower (i.e., the 3× convolutions shown in Figure 3),
SALT first predicts the coarse bounding box C with the Dirac delta decoder, as
in [23, 34]. The coarse bounding box is represented by the top-left corner and its
width and height (i.e., (xmin, ymin, w, h)).
Then SALT predicts the scale Factors S that measures the normalized distances between the top-left corner of the coarse bounding box and the regressionsensitive regions (i.e., regression-aware points ∆P r ). Scale factors S and the
coarse bounding box C are obtained by only two convolution layers, i.e.:

C = δ(conv c (F r ))
(1)
S = σ(conv s (F r ))
where σ and δ are Sigmoid and ReLU, respectively. C ∈ RH×W ×4 , S ∈ RH×W ×(2N −4)
and N is the number of the regression-aware points. Then the location of i-th
regression-aware point ∆pi can be obtained with Equation (2):

xi = xmin + w ∗ Six
(2)
yi = ymin + h ∗ Siy
where (xmin, ymin) is the location of the top-left corner of the coarse bounding
box C, and (Six , Siy ) are scale factors that measure the normalized distance between the i-th point and top-left corner. Therefore, the location of the regressionaware points ∆P r can be represented by:
∆P r = {∆pri }N
i=1

(3)
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Note that all coordinates are represented by taking the location that predicts the detection result as the coordinate origin. Therefore, the coordinates
mentioned in this section are relative locations, not absolute coordinates.
The total number of the regression-aware points is N , the channels of scale
factors S and the regression-aware points ∆P r are 2N − 4 and 2N , respectively.
The reason for this inconstancy is that we want to ensure that the sampled
regression-aware points contain the four extreme points (i.e., left-most, rightmost, top-most, bottom-most), which encode the location of the object. On this
account, four points are sampled on the four bounds of the coarse bounding
box (i.e., the green points in Figure 4 (a)), respectively. As the location of the
bounding box has been predicted, four axial coordinates of the extreme points
are preset and do not need to be learned (i.e., xmin, ymin, xmin + w, ymin + h).
3.2

SALT: Classification-aware Points

Regression and classification are sensitive to different areas of the object. For this
reason, extracting features from the regression-interested-locations hinders the
detection performance. Therefore, SALT contains a spatial disentangle module
to guide the classification branch to generate a set of classification-aware points.
As shown in Figure 4 (b), the regression-aware points act as the shape hypothesis
of the object to be classified. In other words, we take the regression-aware points
as a point-set anchor for predicting the classification-aware points.
Similar to the scale factors, this module also consists of only one convolution
layer. As shown in Figure 4 (b), given the feature map F c from the last layer of
the classification tower, the disentanglement vectors D are obtained by:
D = δ(conv d (F c ))

(4)

With the regression-aware points ∆P r taken as the point-set anchor, we
propose two functions to generate the classification-aware points, as illustrated
by Equation (5) and (6). We choose Equation (5) as the final prediction strategy.
Details and analysis can be found in Sec. 4.2.
∆P c = eD · ∆P r
c

∆P = D + ∆P

r

(5)
(6)

To make sure the learning process of classification and regression are independent of each other. The gradient flow of the regression-aware points ∆P r is
detached from the classification branch. ∆P r only serves as the prior knowledge
in this module. Therefore, the supervision of the classification task does not
affect the learning of regression-aware points.
3.3

SALT: Feature Alignment

The regression-aware and classification-aware points are located in each task’s
sensitive regions, and they are spatially misaligned. Therefore, we aggregate
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the feature alignment method. The red point denotes the
location that predicts the detection result.
features from those regions to the same anchor point (shown in Figure 5). Given
the learned point set ∆P = {∆pi }N
i=1 , we use the bilinear interpolation to make
∆P differentiable. Let {pi }N
be
the
sampling window of a regular convolution
i=1
grid, where N is the number of grid points. The new irregular sampling locations
can be represented by Equation (7), and the bilinear interpolation is formulated
as Equation (8),
P̂ = {p + pi + ∆pi | i = 1, . . . , N }
F̂(p) =

X

G(p̂, p) · F(p̂)

(7)
(8)

p̂

where F(·) and F̂(·) are the input and output feature maps, and G(·, ·) is
the bilinear interpolation kernel. p̂ ∈ P̂, and p is the location that predicts the
detection result.
The aligned task features are extracted from the locations of the task-aware
points, and then they are used for classification and regression refinement. Different from the first stage, the second regression stage utilizes the General distribution decoder [13] that outputs the discrete representation of the bounding
box.
3.4

Self-distillation

As Figure 6 shows, the bottom boundary of the handcrafted annotation is inaccurate and ambiguous, which can misguide and hurt the training process.
However, the network’s localization prediction results sometimes provide better
and clearer regression targets that are easier for the network to learn. For this
reason, we propose a self-distillation regression loss (SDR) that could transfer
regression knowledge from the refined predictions to the coarse ones.
As Equation 9 shows, R1 , R2 , and y are the output of the stage-one, stage-two
decoders, and the classification score. IoU1 and IoU2 denote the Intersection over
Union between the ground truth label and the corresponding regression results,
and GIoU is the Generalized Intersection over Union as in [21]. As the stage-two
decoder is fed with better features, we take its outputs as the regression upper
bound of the stage-one decoder. That is, we utilize the integral results from the
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Fig. 6: The red and green boxes are the ground truth and the bounding box
prediction made by our stage-two decoder, respectively.
Discrete distribution decoder as the soft target for the Dirac delta decoder. Here,
y · IoU2 denotes the confidence score of the refined regression result, and its gradient is detached. Thus, SDR loss pays more attention to the high-confidence
prediction results. Notably, SDR loss only penalizes the network when the predictions of the stage-two decoder are better than the stage-one decoder (i.e.,
IoU2 > IoU1 ). Our proposed SDR loss enables the coarse predictions to learn
from the refined results and bridges the gap between them. Better stage-one predictions lead to better stage-two predictions and promote the training process
into positive circulation.

y · IoU2 · (1 − GIoU (R1 , R2 )), if IoU2 > IoU1
LSDR (R1 , R2 , y) =
(9)
0
otherwise
3.5

Loss Function

The proposed SALT-Net is optimized in an end-to-end fashion, and both the
coarse and the refined detection stages utilize ATSS [34] as the positive and
negative targets assignment strategy. The training loss of SALT-Net is defined
as follows:
1 X
λ0 LQ
L=
Npos z
(10)
1 X
∗
+
1{cz >0} (λ1 LR1 + λ2 LR2 + λ3 LD + λ4 LSDR )
Npos z
where LQ is the Quality Focal loss [13] for the classification task. LR1 and LR2
are both GIoU loss [21], one for the coarse bounding box prediction and the
other for the refined regression result. LD is the Distribution Focal Loss [13]
for optimizing the general distribution representation of the bounding box, and
LSDR is the proposed self-distillation loss. λ0 ∼ λ4 are the hyperparameters used
to balance different losses, and they are set as 1, 1, 2, 0.5, and 1, respectively.
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Table 1: Ablation study of SALT on the COCO val2017 split. S1 and S2 denote
the stage-one and stage-two regression results. “R-Points” and “C-Points” denote
the regression-aware and Classification-aware points, respectively. “P-anchor” denotes utilizing the regression-aware points as the point-set anchor for generating
the Classification-aware points. “skip” denotes the skip connection of the classification tower, as shown in Figure 3.
Method R-Points C-Points P-anchor skip AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
baseline
S1 [34]
S2 [12]
S2
S2
S2
S2
S1

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

39.9
40.9
41.3
41.6
42.1
X 42.5
X 41.3

58.5
58.3
58.7
59.1
59.6
60.1
58.6

43.0
44.4
44.9
45.6
45.6
46.2
44.9

22.4
23.9
23.3
23.7
24.8
25.1
23.2

43.9
44.7
45.0
45.4
45.4
45.9
45.1

52.7
53.5
54.2
54.7
55.5
56.4
54.2

Fig. 7: Visualization of the regression-aware (upper row) and classification-aware
(lower row) points. Different task-aware points are located on the different areas
of the object, and their sensitive regions (i.e., the bounding boxes) are distinct.
Npos denotes the number of selected positive samples, and z denotes all the
locations on the pyramid feature maps. 1{c∗z >0} is the indicator function, being
1 if c∗z > 0 and 0 otherwise.

4

Experiments

Figure 3 presents the network of our proposed SALT-Net. We take state-of-theart dense detectors ATSS [34] and GFLv2 [12] as our baseline, and they serve as
the stage-one and stage-two decoders, respectively. Our SALT-Net is evaluated
on the challenging MS-COCO benchmark [17]. Following the common practice,
we use the COCO train2017 split (115K images) as the training set and the
COCO val2017 split (5K images) for the ablation study. To compare with stateof-the-art detectors, we report the COCO AP on the test-dev split (20K images)
by uploading the detection result to the MS-COCO server.
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Table 2: Spatial disentanglement strategies. “exp” and “+” denotes utilizing
Equation (5) and (6) to generate the classification-aware points, respectively.
Method AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL
w/ + 42.3 60.1 46.1 24.7 46.0 56.1
w/ exp 42.5 60.1 46.2 25.1 45.9 56.4

Table 3: Performance of implementing our proposed approach in popular dense
detectors.

4.1

Method

AP

FCOS
SALT-FCOS
RepPoints w/ GridF
SALT-RepPoints

38.6
57.2 41.7
40.9 (+2.3) 59.3 44.2
37.4
58.9 39.7
39.0 (+1.6) 60.5 41.6

AP50 AP75

Performance of SALT’s component parts

To validate the effectiveness of different component parts of our proposed operator SALT, we gradually add the proposed modules to the baseline. As shown in
Table 1, the second and third rows are the baseline performances of the stageone and stage-two decoders, respectively. Note that the stage-one decoder utilizes
joint representation of IoU and classification scores instead of its original centernesss branch, as in [13]. The baseline performances of the two stages are 39.9
AP and 40.9 AP, respectively.
As presented in the fourth row, the first experiment investigates the effect
of implementing the regression-aware points. Therefore, SALT only predicts the
scale factors S for generating the regression-aware points. Both subnetworks
utilize aligned features from the locations of the regression-aware points for the
refined detection results. The AP is improved to 41.3, which indicates that the
aligned features do improve the detection accuracy, even though features for the
two tasks are still spatially entangled.
As shown in the fifth row, to test the effect of spatial disentanglement, SALT
predicts the disentanglement vectors D for generating the classification-aware
points. Note that these points are learned without the regression-aware points
acting as the point-set anchor (i.e., ∆P c = D), yet the AP is still boosted to
41.6. These classification-aware points are located in different regions from the
regression-aware points, and higher accuracy is obtained (41.6 vs. 41.3). Therefore, spatial disentanglement does raise the detection performance by eliminating
their spatial feature conflicts.
The sixth row shows the performance when taking the regression-aware points
as the point-set anchor for generating the classification-aware points. It can be
observed that a notable performance gain is achieved (i.e., 0.5 AP improvement).
That thereby proves the effectiveness of utilizing the regression-aware points as
the shape hypothesis and the importance of task disentanglement. Figure 7 is
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Table 4: The effect of SDR loss
Method SDR AP
S1
S2
S1
S2

41.3
42.5
X 42.1(+0.8)
X 42.8(+0.3)

AP50 AP75 APS

APM APL

58.6
60.1
60.5
60.6

45.1
45.9
45.7
46.4

44.9
46.2
45.9
46.7

23.2
25.1
24.8(+1.6)
25.1

54.2
56.4
54.9
56.0

the visualization of task-aware points and their sensitive regions. This figure
indicates that classification and regression are sensitive to different locations of
the object, which also gives the interpretability of spatial disentanglement.
As shown in the seventh row, the long-range skip connection (i.e., the residual
connection on the classification tower) can also bring a considerable performance
boost and gain 0.4 AP. Note that the overall performance has been improved
by 1.6 AP and 2.9 APL compared with the strong baseline. Finally, the last row
indicates that the coarse regression results with the refined classification results
can also improve the baseline performance by 1.4 AP.
4.2

The Selection of Spatial Disentanglement Strategies

We propose two disentanglement functions to generate the classification-aware
points, as illustrated in Equation (5) and (6). In Equation (5), the disentanglement vector set D is taken as the exponent, whereas D is directly aggregated
with ∆P r in Equation (6). As illustrated in Table 2, the “exp” strategy performs
better than that of “+.” The reason is that predicting log-space transforms (i.e.,
∆P c
c
r
D = ln ∆P
r ), instead of directly predicting the distance (i.e., D = ∆P − ∆P ),
prevents unstable gradients during training. Therefore, it is easier to be learned.
4.3

Generality of SALT

Our proposed SALT can act as a plug-in operator for dense detectors. Therefore,
we plug SALT into popular detectors [23] and [29], to validate its generality. As
shown in Table 3, the performance gain is 2.3 AP on FCOS, which is a considerable improvement. Compared with RepPoints, our SALT-RepPoints performs
better than it and gains 1.6 AP. One can see that SALT can significantly improve
the accuracy of different detectors, which demonstrates its generality.
4.4

Self-distillation Regression Loss

The baseline for this ablation study is the best model of Table 1. Here, both
stages utilize the refined classification scores as the NMS ranking keywords. As
Table 4 shows, after applying the SDR loss to the SALT-Net, the performance
of both stages got improved. The performance gain of the stage-one decoder is
an absolute 0.8 AP score. Notably, the performance on small objects has been
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Fig. 8: Prediction distributions (Figure 1) after applying SALT and SDR loss.
The locations of their distribution peaks are identical.
improved by 1.6 AP, which is a relatively large margin compared with the strong
baseline. Furthermore, the improvement of the stage-one decoder also brings
positive feedback to the stage-two decoder and leads to the highest performance
of our SALT-Net (i.e., 42.8 AP).
4.5

Evaluations for Task-alignment of SALT-Net

Figure 8 (a) and (b) are the distributions of the refined detection results when implementing SALT, whereas Figure 1 (b) and (c) are the original coarse prediction
distributions made by the stage-one decoder. The green arrows point to the distribution peaks, and one can see that they are spatially aligned (i.e., at the same
location). Therefore, the detection result with the highest classification score also
has the best regression result, and the misalignment gap is bridged. Figure 8 (c)
is the IoU distribution of the stage-one decoder after applying the SDR loss.
Its quality distributions become very close to the stage-two decoder (i.e., Figure
8 (b)), which proves the effectiveness of the regression knowledge transfer. In
Figure 9, the qualitative results show that SALT can align the regression and
detection tasks and thereby suppress some low IoU but high classification score
results.
4.6

Comparisons with State-of-the-arts

The multi-scale training strategy (i.e., input images are resized from [400, 1333]
to [960, 1333]) and the 2 × schedule [1] are adopted as they are commonly used
strategies in state-of-the-art methods. GFLV2 only applies DCN on the last two
stages of the backbone, whereas the common practices [24, 31] usually apply it on
the last three stages. Therefore, for a fair comparison, the results of the proposed
method with both settings are reported. As Table 5 shows, our model achieves
a 46.1 AP with ResNet-50, which outperforms other state-of-the-art methods
with heavier backbones (e.g., FCOS with X-101-32x8d-DCN). With test-time
augmentations and R2-101-DCN as the backbone, our best model achieves a
53.8 AP, which is a very competitive result among dense object detectors.
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Table 5: SALT-Net vs. State-of-the-art Detectors. All test results are reported
on the COCO test-dev set. “DCN2 , DCN”-applying Deformable Convolutional
Network [38] on the last two and three stages of the backbone, respectively.
“DCNp ”-applying DCN on both the backbone and the FPN. “*” indicates applying SDR loss and “†” indicates test-time augmentations, including horizontal
flip and multi-scale testing.

5

Method

Backbone

multi-stage
GuidedAnchor[25]
DCNV2 [38]
BorderDet[18]
RepPointsV2[2]
TSD†[22]
VFNet[31]
LSNet[5]

Epoch AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

R-50
X-101-32x8d-DCN
X-101-64x4d-DCN
X-101-64x4d-DCN
SE154-DCN
X-101-32x8d-DCN
R2-101-DCNp

12
24
24
24
24
24
24

39.8
44.5
48.0
49.4
51.2
50.0
51.1

59.2
65.8
67.1
68.9
71.9
68.5
70.3

43.5
48.4
52.1
53.4
56.0
54.4
55.2

21.8
27.0
29.4
30.3
33.8
30.4
31.2

42.6
48.5
50.7
52.1
54.8
53.2
54.3

50.7
58.9
60.5
62.3
64.2
62.9
65.1

one-stage
CornerNet [11]
SAPD[37]
ATSS[34]
GFL[13]
FCOS-imprv [24]
PAA [10]
GFLV2 [12]
GFLV2 [12]
TOOD [6]
SALT-Net∗
SALT-Net
SALT-Net
SALT-Net
SALT-Net∗
SALT-Net∗†

HG-104
X-101-32x8d-DCN
X-101-32x8d-DCN
X-101-32x8d-DCN
X-101-32x8d-DCN
X-101-64x4d-DCN
R-50
X-101-32x8d-DCN2
X-101-64x4d-DCN
R-50
X-101-32x8d-DCN2
X-101-32x8d-DCN
R2-101-DCN2
R2-101-DCN
R2-101-DCN

200
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

40.5
46.6
47.7
48.2
44.1
49.0
44.3
49.0
51.1
46.1
49.8
50.2
51.1
51.5
53.8

59.1
66.6
66.5
67.4
63.7
67.8
62.3
67.6
69.4
64.0
68.5
68.8
69.7
70.0
71.1

42.3
50.0
51.9
52.6
47.9
53.3
48.5
53.5
55.5
50.3
54.2
54.9
55.7
56.2
59.9

21.8
27.3
29.7
29.2
27.4
30.2
26.8
29.7
31.9
28.0
30.6
31.2
32.3
32.1
36.3

42.7
49.7
50.8
51.7
46.8
52.8
47.7
52.4
54.1
49.5
53.2
53.4
54.5
55.1
56.9

50.2
60.7
59.4
60.2
53.7
62.2
54.1
61.4
63.7
57.2
62.6
63.1
64.0
64.8
65.1

Conclusion

In this work, we presented SALT, a simple yet effective plug-in operator that
can solve the misalignment problem between regression and classification. Our
new-fashioned framework can disentangle classification and regression from the
spatial dimension by extracting features from each task’s sensitive locations and
aligning them to the same anchor point. We also proposed SDR loss to transfer
the regression knowledge from the stage-two decoder to the stage-one decoder.
The refined detection results also received positive feedback by improving the
coarse regression results, and the final performance improved in an inference costfree fashion. Extensive experiments showed that SALT could considerably raise
the performance of various dense detectors, and SALT-Net showed promising
results among the state-of-the-art dense detectors.
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Baseline-S2

Baseline-S2
+
SALT

Fig. 9: Comparisons between the stage-two baseline decoder and our SALT-Net.
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